
Macnas parade 

Cnámha La Loba

Times & Route

Accessibility

CHOOSE YOUR SPOT FROM 
PARADE STARTS AT 

6.30PM 

7PM

Wheelchair Accessibility 
While the majority of the parade 
route is accessible for wheelchair 
users, there is a dedicated 
wheelchair accessible viewing. 
Spaces in this area are limited and 
need to be reserved in advance. 
You can . These 
spots will be allocated on a first 
come, first served basis.

reserve a spot here

ROUTE: Moore St → Henry St  
→ Mary Street → Capel St  
→ Little Britain St → Halston St

Sensory Accessibility 
There is a dedicated space at a 
quieter area of the parade route for 
people who will benefit from a more 
relaxed environment, including 
families with members who identify 
as neurodiverse, are on the autistic 
spectrum, with sensory and 
communication disorders, ADHD, 
ADD, tourettes or with learning 
disabilities. Spaces in this area are 
limited and need to be reserved in 
advance. You can . 
These spots will be allocated on a 
first come, first served basis.

reserve a spot here

Route info
The parade starts on Moore St, 
travelling through Henry St, Mary 
St, Capel St, Little Britain St and 
ends on Halston St.


Henry St and Mary St tend to  
get crowded early - remember  
that  all streets on the route  
have excellent visibility.

When & Where 

To Go
We suggest finding your spot along 
the route from 6.30pm. There will be 
big crowds so please follow the 
advice of stewards and security at all 
access points to the parade route 
who will advise you on where to view 
the parade from. Avoid junctions & 
corners as these bottlenecks tend to 
be the spots with poorest visibility.
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4 Days & Nights of Deadly Adventures 
Friday 27th–Monday 30th October
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